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Abstract: The focus of this paper revolves around the translation strategies 

employed when translating the official version of the Standard Marine 

Communication Phrases - IMO SMCP (2001) - into Romanian. The source text is 

“an institutional document” published by the International Maritime Organization 

in English, and consists of a list of phrases arranged thematically. The phrases 

cover a number of maritime topics which represent the dominant speech acts and 

moves in maritime communication. In addition, the translated text is primarily 

intended for Romanian speaking seafarers, shore-based personnel and trainees in 

Romanian Maritime Education and Training Institutions. Even though seemingly 

devoid of difficult lexical and terminological load, most of the source language 

phrases can become a real challenge for the maritime language translator, in terms 

of dealing with lexical gaps, semi-technical vocabulary, neologisms and/or possible 

cases of polysemy. Therefore, the paper provides a source-text analysis and 

translation problems on the terminological and terminology-related levels of 

linguistic description in the process of translating the IMO SMCP 2001 into 

Romanian.  
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1. Introduction 

Shipping holds a prominent position within the maritime sector, representing 

one of the earliest human endeavours with a rich historical legacy. Over time, 

this industry has witnessed substantial expansion in terms of fleet size and 

trade volume. Its enduring influence on global geopolitics and socio-

economic dynamics is evident, highlighting the ongoing need for translation 

services, particularly from English to diverse languages. As shipping is a 

global industry, English has become the lingua franca for international 

maritime communication. Maritime English is used not only for 

communication between the crew of a vessel but also for communication 

between vessels, port authorities, and other stakeholders in the maritime 
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industry. The significance of Maritime English as a universal communication 

language cannot be overstated. Moreover, the rise of globalization has fuelled 

a surge in maritime trade and shipping operations, consequently necessitating 

the establishment of standardized communication within the maritime 

industry. Recognizing the pivotal role of Maritime English, the International 

Maritime Organization (IMO) has acknowledged its utmost importance and 

has developed standards for Maritime English proficiency and training 

(Pritchard, Maritime English Syllabus 147, Maritime Communications; 

Trenkner 3). The IMO has also developed the IMO SMCP (2001) as a 

standard code of maritime communication phrases to ensure effective 

communication in emergency and other maritime-related situations. The 

topic of this paper is connected to an extensive research project on 

specialized translation, specifically our PhD dissertation titled Translating 

Maritime Language. In addition to analysing various types of maritime texts 

in the translation process, such as EU and other IMO texts, we also addressed 

the translation of the IMO SMCP (2001) into Romanian. The choice to 

undertake this assignment originated from our 2nd year students' need to 

comprehend and use maritime terminology effectively in a communicative 

setting, particularly during the Maritime English seminars conducted at 

Constanţa Maritime University. In this context, the standardized phrases 

often posed significant challenges and proved to be difficult to master. 

 

2. Features of IMO-SMCP (2001) 

As mentioned above, the IMO SMCP (2001), (also referred to as Standard 

Marine Communication Phrases), comprises a comprehensive compilation of 

standardized phrases that find application in maritime communications. The 

publication of IMO SMCP (2001) in 2002 by the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO) aimed to establish a consistent framework that facilitates 

effective and clear communication within multilingual and multicultural 

maritime settings, specifically addressing potential language barriers. The use 

of IMO SMCP can be divided into two primary sections: External 

Communication Phrases, encompassing ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore, and 

shore-to-ship interactions, and On-board Communication Phrases (IMO 

SMCP 11). These sections are further distinguished as Part A and Part B, 

reflecting their specific roles within the revised framework of the IMO 

STCW (1978/1995) Convention. The phrases featured in Part A represent the 

prescribed language for obligatory use in spoken and written maritime 

communication at sea (Pritchard, Maritime English Syllabus 149-166, 
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Maritime Communications 3-5, Some Lexical Aspects 155-172; Pritchard & 

Kalogjera 149-166). On the other hand, the phrases contained in Part B, 

although not mandatory, encompass other safety-related expressions 

applicable to on-board operations, which can be valuable for training in 

Maritime English. The IMO SMCP (2001) is recognized as an institutional 

maritime text. Additionally, the document comprises elements such as a 

preamble, citations, recitals, enacting formula, and enacting terms, while the 

glossary provides a comprehensive listing of key terms along with their 

corresponding definitions. The phrases are arranged thematically and cover a 

wide range of communication scenarios (i.e. navigation, safety, distress, 

urgency, general communication, etc.) which stand for the most important 

speech acts and moves in maritime communication.  

The IMO SMCP (2001) is built upon a core understanding of the 

English language, specifically tailored to Maritime English in a simplified 

manner. It represents an advanced version of the Standard Marine 

Navigational Vocabulary, aiming to provide a more comprehensive and 

improved resource for effective communication within the maritime context, 

being introduced in 1977. Additionally, the IMO SMCP builds upon the 

principles of Seaspeak, a maritime discourse-oriented initiative pioneered by 

Peter Strevens and Fred Weeks in 1986. In his Encyclopaedia of Language, 

David Crystal (299), defines Seaspeak as “a variety of English devised for 

unambiguous maritime communication”. Standard Marine Navigational 

Vocabulary (SMNV) came into being in 1980s through a project called 

Essential English for International Maritime Use (Strevens 124), which 

related mainly to communication by radio, including procedures for 

initiating, maintaining and terminating conversations, as well as 

recommended grammar on a wide range of maritime topics such as 

navigational watch, helm orders, briefings on position, anchoring, berthing, 

etc. The idea should be pointed out that it was the success of this project that 

followed other kinds of standardized language system to be investigated (e.g. 

Policespeak and Airspeak). IMO SMCP (2001) can be included in the 

category of the following synonymous labels: restricted repertoire (Mackay 

and Mountford 4), restricted register (Croitoru 101; Dimitriu 82), block 

language, (Quirk et. al 414; Biber et. al 263), controlled language (Hartley 

and Paris 307) or minilect (Nordman 554). Thus, SMCP phrases are written 

to be spoken.  Spoken ME is a specialized language that has evolved to meet 

the needs of maritime personnel. It is a hybrid language that has been 

influenced by different languages, dialects, and cultural backgrounds. 
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However, its primary goal remains the same, which is to ensure effective 

communication at sea. 

Moreover, the use of the SMCP is mandated by the International 

Convention on Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for 

Seafarers (STCW) established by the IMO, applying to all seafarers 

irrespective of their mother tongue. This ensures that all maritime personnel 

have a common language for communication, which is essential for safe and 

effective navigation and operation of ships. To conclude, the SMCP is a 

standardized set of phrases used in maritime communications to ensure clear 

and effective communication, reduce the risk of miscommunication, and 

enhance safety at sea. In spoken ME, there is a tendency towards 

conciseness, and omissions of manner adverbs and model verbs are common. 

These omissions have become fixed uses and are aimed at avoiding 

ambiguity. Ellipsis of articles and auxiliary verbs is also observed. Despite 

the reduction, the clarity of communication is not affected. Certain uses that 

would be considered incorrect in standard English are acceptable in spoken 

ME, and some syntactic patterns have become standardized. Spoken ME has 

a rather authoritative tone, achieved through the use of formal, Latin-based 

words and phrases, and politeness formulas are generally avoided in the 

imperative. 

 

3. SMCP as a Translation Assignment 

The IMO SMCP text can be included in the category of audio-medial texts, 

as suggested by Katarina Reiss or in the group of international texts or hybrid 

texts, as put forward by Anna Trosborg (147) or Mary Snell Hornby (15). As 

mentioned elsewhere (see Vişan, Transposition 109, Aspects of Maritime 

Language 130), the translation of the IMO SMCP (2001) has been 

undertaken in several European countries. For example, in the Netherlands, 

the translation was performed by Maritime English Lecturers at the Maritime 

University of Applied Sciences in Rotterdam (STC Group Rotterdam), 

namely Professor Peter van Kluijven, Konijjin, and Professor Kuyper-Heeres. 

In Germany, Professor Dr. Peter Trenkner took charge of the translation, 

while in Croatia, the task was carried out by Professor Dr. Boris Pritchard 

from the University of Rijeka. It is important to highlight that in Romanian, a 

considerable number of these phrases, including those related to anchoring, 

mooring, (un)berthing, and commands to the engine room, standard wheel 

orders among others, share similarities with the phrases found in the previous 

editions of the Standard Marine Navigational Vocabulary (1978/1985) and 
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the draft version of IMO SMCP approved by the Maritime Safety Committee 

in 1997 (SMCP 11). The translation of these phrases was expertly carried out 

by the late professors Georgeta Albu and Paula Manolache from CERONAV, 

and their contributions were incorporated into the publication "Vocabular 

Frazeologic Englez-Român pentru Comunicaţii la Bordul Navei" released in 

1999. The SMCP text is designed for seafarers working in a multilingual and 

multicultural environment at sea, the shore-based personnel operating in the 

domestic activities and the local maritime authorities (i.e. Romanian 

maritime administration and coast guard), as well as for trainees in Romanian 

Maritime Education and Training Institutions (i.e., Constanţa Maritime 

University and the “Mircea cel Bătrân” Naval Academy of Constanţa, 

Romania), its translation into Romanian is of major importance.   

As a translation assignment, the SMCP requires careful consideration 

of context, tone, and language proficiency. The translator must be familiar 

with the terminology and conventions used in maritime communications and 

must be able to accurately convey the meaning of the original text while 

maintaining the intended tone and style. Pritchard's translation approach to 

the IMO SMCP (2001), which we also embrace, demonstrates a harmonious 

integration of two primary translation approaches: semantic equivalence and 

functional equivalence. The concept of semantic equivalence, put forward by 

Peter Newmark (48), highlights the significance of faithfully conveying the 

meaning of the source text in the target language. On the other hand, the 

concept of functional equivalence, initially elucidated by Hans Vermeer (20) 

in his Skopos Theory emphasizes the importance of considering the purpose 

and context of the target text. This ensures that the translation effectively 

serves its intended function within the given context. Therefore, this 

approach to translation acknowledges the importance of faithfully conveying 

the technical meaning of SMCP phrases while also considering the particular 

context and function of the translated text. This balance between accuracy 

and function is crucial in the translation of technical texts like the SMCP, 

which must not only convey technical information accurately, but also be 

easily understood and effectively used by the target audience. In what 

follows, we shall deal with some strategies used in translating these phrases 

into Romanian, and the difficulties that the translator might have encountered 

at the lexical/terminological level of linguistic description.  
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4. Translation Strategies  

According to Chesterman (2005), the term strategy is used in different ways 

in translation studies, and a variety of other terms can be used to mean the 

same thing: procedures, techniques of adjustment, transformations, transfer 

operations, etc. In defining the notion of translation strategy, two different 

strands emerge: (a) the procedural sense (often used by those investigating 

psycholinguistic and cognitive approaches to translating), and (b) the textual 

sense. Rodica Superceanu (259) defines translation strategies as: 

 

[...] individual cognitive procedures operating on a large or small 

scale, [...] used consciously or unconsciously for the solution of a 

translation problem, for example, search, checking, monitoring, 

inferring, and correlating (Superceanu 259).  

 

The researcher points out that translation methods, translation 

techniques and translation procedures are all goal-oriented, however, only 

translation strategies are problem oriented and they are used when the 

translator realizes that the usual procedure is not sufficient for reaching a 

certain goal. Translation strategies have been divided into local and global 

strategies (Jääskeläinen, Investigating Translation Strategies 115–16; 

Lörscher, Translation Performance 71, The Translation Process 603). When 

addressing the translation of specific language structures, translators 

generally use local strategies, whereas global strategies operate on a broader 

scale. Global strategies encompass broader aspects of textual style and 

involve making decisions regarding the emphasis or de-emphasis of specific 

elements in the source text. Vinay and Darbelnet (84-93) have classified 

translation strategies into two primary categories: direct and oblique. In the 

specific context of this paper, the investigation of strategies, methods, and 

procedures employed in the translation of standard marine communication 

phrases will incorporate the valuable perspectives and terminology put 

forward by Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet (Comparative Stylistics of 

French and English: A Methodology for Translation), John Catford (A 

Linguistic Theory of Translation), Mona Baker (In Other Words: A 

Coursebook on Translation), Mona Baker & Gabriela Saldanha (Routledge 

Encyclopedia of Translation Studies), Peter Newmark (A Textbook of 

Translation), Elena Croitoru and Antoanela Dumitraşcu (Collocations and 

Colligations in Specialized Texts). It should be pointed out that the phrases in 

the IMO SMCP 2001 meet the requirements outlined by Maurizio Gotti 
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(Investigating Specialized Discourse, Studies in Specialized Discourse) in 

relation to the characteristics of specialized discourse. Thus, mention has to 

be made here of certain discourse characteristics such as monoreferentiality 

(e.g. ullage, galley, deeptank, single up, seamark, etc.), reduced ambiguity 

(for instance, the question Are dangerous goods on fire1 requires the full 

answer: Yes, dangerous goods are on fire, and not just the contracted form 

Yes they are.), conciseness (which is mainly achieved by the use of 

abbreviations and initialisms: PST, DSC, COW, etc.), and the specialization 

of meaning (e.g. certain terms used in IMO SMCP are derived from general 

language words: bow, stern, painter, watch, wake, etc.). Therefore, we can 

assert that some of the lexis in the IMO SMCP (2001) fulfils specific 

overarching terminological criteria proposed by Gotti (Investigating 

Specialized Discourse, Studies in specialized discourse), Maria-Teresa Cabré 

(Terminology: Theory, Methods; Elements for a theory), and Angela Bidu-

Vrănceanu (Dicţionar de ştiinţe; Lexicul specializat în mişcare) in a 

commendable manner, while at the same time recognizing that there are 

instances of lexical units that exhibit potential ambiguity. This is particularly 

evident with nouns such as casualty, line, cable, and damage, as well as with 

verbs like stand by and check, whose meanings can be misleading within the 

maritime context. In order to exemplify, the interpretation of the verbal 

collocation "check the cable" mentioned in Table 2 is unclear since it can 

have two possible meanings: either referring to the action of examining a 

cable, or indicating the gradual loosening of a cable. Naturally, it is the 

surrounding context that clarifies the intended meaning of this expression, 

and thus, its second, specialized meaning must be accounted for. In addition, 

the phrasal verb stand by in IMO SMCP can be also problematic since this 

verb may stand for: (1) to be in readiness or prepared to execute an order as 

in Stand by on VHF Channel…./frequency → Rămâneţi în canalul…VHF and 

(2) to be readily available as in Stand by lifeboats/ liferafts → Pregătiţi 

bărcile/ plutele de salvare. The situation may be further complicated by some 

other minute differences of meaning and the translator has to be aware of the 

pitfalls s/he might encounter in the decoding and encoding stages of 

translation (e.g. the meaning of stand by in Stand by engine is attention, and 

the meaning of the same verb in Standing by on VHF Channel is wait/keep a 

radio watch).  

 
1 All the examples of standard marine communication phrases included in this paper are 

taken from IMO-SMCP (2001), which is accessible in both printed form and on-line.  
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The most important translation strategies and procedures employed in 

achieving translation equivalence at the terminological level are the 

following: literal/free translation, borrowing, calquing, transposition, 

paraphrase, modulation, explicitation, implicitation and/or deletion. It should 

be noted that opting for a literal translation of standard marine 

communication phrases may appear to be the most suitable approach during 

the initial phase of translation. However, there are instances where relying 

solely on this strategy can result in incorrect translations. (e.g. The correct 

translation of Are bilge pumps operational? is Sunt pompele de santină 

funcţionale? and not Sunt pompele de santină operaţionale?*). Borrowing is 

also one of the strategies employed in order to deal with various forms of 

more or less adapted borrowings (e.g. forepeak → forpic; afterpeak → 

afterpic; cargoplan → cargoplan; ullage → ulaj; dunnage → dunaj; 

deeptank → diptanc; plotting → plotare; radar → radar; but also, several 

abbreviations and initialisms:  LORAN, PAD, NAVTEX, DSC, SOLAS, IMO, 

etc.).  

Calquing, another type of direct translation strategy is often used 

when translating maritime abbreviations and initialisms (see also Table 1 

below): Automatic Identification System (AIS) → Sistemul de Identificare 

Automată (AIS); Traffic Separation Scheme (TSS) → schema de separare a 

traficului; Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) → 

Display hartă electronică şi sistem de informaţii (ECDIS), also referred to as 

hartă ECDIS;  Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB) → 

radiobaliză pentru localizarea poziţiei de sinistru, also known as radiobaliză 

EPIRB, etc. It is also possible to achieve the desired translation of 

abbreviations by using a combination of two different translation procedures, 

which is commonly referred to as a couplet according to Newmark (91). This 

can be observed in examples like the translation of terms such as convenţia 

SOLAS and sistemul AIS. The abbreviation EPIRB which means emergency 

position indicating radio beacon is translated into Romanian as radiobaliza 

pentru localizarea sinistrelor. The abbreviation DSC (Digital Selective 

Calling) → an installation on board a vessel or coast station that is intended 

to digitally announce and initiate ship/ship/, ship/shore radiotelephone or 

radio telex calls, is rendered into Romanian with the lexical calque apel 

digital selectiv or simply, with a structural calque (i.e. apel DSC). The use of 

structural calques often leads to the creation of a third language, namely 

Romglish.        
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Table 1. Example of initialisms in SMCP translation (SMCP 34-35) 

 

 
 

The idea should be pointed out that calquing is a commonly used 

translation strategy, even when this produces a distortion in relation to normal 

usage (Schäffner and Adab 328, Cronin 22, House, Text and context 345, 

Global English 97). Our research has shown that, as far as maritime discourse 

is concerned, any concessions to Romanian style are minimal. This strategy 

may be considered as Bennet (8) calls it, “epistemicidal” because of the 

possible consequences that it might have upon traditional Romanian 

discourse as a whole. In addition, we are in support of the idea that that 

calquing might indirectly lead to language change by creating a channel 

through which English language structures can be legitimately imposed upon 

maritime Romanian as a target language (i.e. the syntagma multiple echoes in 

radar navigation is generally rendered with multiple ecouri by maritime 

specialists). A distinctive mark of maritime terminology is the category of 

adverbs and adjectives that describe directions on board and that are prefixed 

a: afore → la prova, către prova; aft → la pupa, din pupa, spre pupa; abaft 

→ ȋn/la/spre pupa; aback → ȋnapoia, ȋn urmă; abreast → travers de, bord la 

bord; adrift → ȋn derivă; afloat → ȋn stare de plutire/ pe apă; afore → 

ȋnainte, ȋnspre prova, ȋn faţă; alee → sub vânt, ȋn bordul de sub vânt; aloft 

→ ȋn gabie, ȋn arboradă; aloof → ȋn larg, la distanţă de coastă; alow → ȋn 

jos, sub punte; amain → ȋn bandă; amidship(s) → ȋn axul navei, la 

centrul/mijlocul navei; apeak → la pic, desaupra ancorei; apoop → la / spre 

pupa; astay → la pic lung/ ȋn axa navei; astern → ȋn/la pupa; athwart → 

transversal / travers / la travers; athwartship(s) → transversal / travers pe 

navă; aweather → ȋn vânt / către bordul din vânt. The Romanian equivalents 
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are made up of one, two, three or even four-word denomination, usually 

following the patterns: Prep + Noun; Adv + Prep + N; Prep + N + Prep + N; 

N + Prep + N. In addition, most of the adjectives prefixed a are also used to 

describe the form, state or quality of certain devices and parts of the ship, and 

they are rendered into Romanian by adjectives, an adjective + adverb or a 

prepositional noun phrase (e.g.: abox → contrabraţat; abroad → ȋnălţat / 

ridicat; afoul → ȋncurcat (despre lanţul de ancoră); adrift → derivat de vânt 

(sau de current); afoul → ȋncurcat (despre lanţul de ancoră); aleak → 

crăpat, fisurat (despre bordajul navei); astay → ȋntins ȋnainte (despre lanţ); 

atrip → smuls, desprins; aweigh → smuls, desprins de fund). As it can be 

noticed, some of these adverbs and adjectives do not have a one-to-one 

equivalent in maritime Romanian and are sometimes translated by making 

use of explicitation which involves a shift from the ST word in structure and 

meaning (e.g. start rescue → a începe operaţiunea de salvare; ice damage → 

avarii produse din cauza gheţii; search and rescue communication → 

comunicaţii utilizate în operaţiunile de căutare şi salvare; urgency traffic → 

trafic în situaţii de urgenţă, etc.). The maritime language translator should 

possess the ability to understand the terms in both semantic and pragmatic 

contexts and accurately convey them in the desired target language. This is 

particularly important when some constituent elements of a multi-word 

lexical unit are ambiguous. To exemplify, the general English noun cable has 

several meanings in maritime language since it can stand for: anchor chain; 

thick rope; electric cable; or unit of length measurement). Thus, a difficulty 

in translating IMO SMCP (2001) is related to semi-technical terms (i.e., 

words which belong to the common vocabulary but which take on a 

specialized meaning in the maritime context). Examples include: nouns (e.g.  

list, gypsy, line, painter, operation, damage, cable) and verbs (walk back, 

walk out, check, pay out, pay away, etc.). As Boris Pritchard (Some Lexical 

Aspects 273-274) rightfully points out, the word damage may be very 

difficult to translate when part of several compounds (e.g. damage control, 

damage control team, damage control equipment, damage control material). 

The compound damage control cannot be translated literally into Romanian 

as controlul daunei/ daunelor/pagubei/ pagubelor* but as gestionarea / 

limitarea avariei and even as control de avarie/ control în caz de avarie. This 

is because the noun damage here does not refer to “its dominant sense of 

harm impairing the function of a thing, but to control of the sea or water 

leakage” (Pritchard, Some Lexical Aspects 275). Consequently, compounds in 

Maritime English can indeed pose a challenge to translators, as they often 
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carry a specialized meaning that cannot be easily deduced from the individual 

components. In the case of damage control team, the compound refers 

specifically to a group of individuals who are trained and equipped to 

respond to emergency situations on a ship, such as fires, flooding, or 

collisions. The equivalent phrase in Romanian is echipă de intervenţie la 

avarie (our emphasis), which also conveys the specialized meaning of a team 

that responds to emergency situations on a ship. It is important for translators 

to be aware of these differences in order to accurately convey the intended 

meaning in the target language. 

Another instance of lexical difficulty in maritime language 

translation, is the word dead. In the context of IMO SMCP, this word is part 

of several adverbial and prepositional phrases and acts both as an adverb 

and/or intensifier. For instance, the SMCP structures dead ahead → drept în 

prova / încet înainte; dead astern → drept în pupa/ încet înapoi; dead slow 

ahead → foarte încet înainte; dead slow astern → foarte încet înapoi; dead 

on end → drept în prova are part of standard engine orders which are given 

to and repeated by “the person operating the bridge telegraph, while the 

officer of the watch should ensure that the orders are carried out correctly and 

immediately” (SMCP 2002). Furthermore, dead is also part of the following 

word combinations: dead man/ deadman → gai de bigă; dead on end → 

drept în prova (for more details see Vişan, Aspects of Maritime Language 

273-274). In addition, the word dead is part of several collocations or 

compound nouns used in naval architecture, shipbuilding and maritime 

economics do designate specific concepts.  

Another translation strategy which is often made recourse to is 

transposition. In his work "Approaches to Translation," Peter Newmark (85) 

employs the term "transposition" interchangeably with "shift," highlighting 

its intuitive utilization by translators. Additionally, Klaudia Gibová (36-37) 

views transposition as an intentional and often inevitable modification that 

occurs during the translation process from the source language (SL) to the 

target language (TL). Gibová categorizes transpositions into two types: word-

class transpositions and sentence-member transpositions. Word class 

transpositions within the IMO SMCP primarily consist of obligatory 

transpositions. Thus, through the translator's aim to achieve economy of 

expression within this particular discourse (Vişan, Transposition 110-111), 

verbs in the source text are frequently transformed into nouns, and sometimes 

into adjectives, in the target text (e.g. “I am leaking flammable cargo" → Am 

scurgeri de marfă inflamabilă). Furthermore, the phrase "I have a list to 
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port/starboard" can be translated into Romanian in at least two distinct ways. 

The translator can choose either a noun-to-noun rendering, as in "Am 

canarisire la babord/tribord," or a noun-to-predicative adjective rendering, 

such as "Sunt canarisit la babord", which sounds more natural. Another 

translation solution would be to opt for the structure Am unghi the canarisire 

la babord, where the addition of the noun unghi contributes to the technical 

meaning of the whole structure. It is worth mentioning that transpositions 

within the SMCP also involve modifications in noun number, alterations in 

the syntactic function of the source text unit, as well as changes in verb voice 

as in "The wind in your position/in position... is expected to 

increase/decrease" → "Se aşteaptă ca vântul din poziţia dumneavoastră/din 

poziţia... să crească/scadă în intensitate"), where the passive is expected is 

translated into the passive reflexive se aşteaptă).  

Modulation is another commonly employed translation strategy, 

laying stress not on words, but on what they refer to. The most important 

reason for the translators’ use of modulation is that “they believe that in a 

particular context, a span of text would be more naturally formulated in a 

different way in the TT from the way it appears in the ST” (Salkie 439). The 

most common types of modulations are abstract for concrete/ concrete for 

abstract modulations, change of symbol modulations and one part for another 

(e.g.: as in What is your present course and speed?  → Care este drumul şi 

viteza actuală?).    

With a view to nominal and verbal collocations in IMO SMCP, they 

are generally rendered either by the form-based strategy or the meaning-

based strategy, as put forward by Elena Croitoru & Antoanela Dumitraşcu 

(Collocations and Colligations). In a previous study on verbal collocations in 

translating maritime language, co-authored with our doctoral supervisor 

Elena Croitoru, we observed a noteworthy syntagmatic characteristic in 

certain collocations found in the IMO SMCP. It is evident that most verbs in 

these collocations are combined with nouns formed through derivation, 

composition, or with verbal nouns. For instance, require assistance can be 

rendered in Romanian as a solicita/cere ajutor and keep a look-out is 

translated as a executa/ menţine o veghe. These collocations are directly 

translated into Romanian (Vişan & Croitoru 135). Another observation that 

we have made is that in maritime discourse, a majority of verbal collocations 

comprise of transitive verbs that denote activation and are paired with nouns 

expressing physical objects. Examples include: to stop engine → a opri 

motorul/ maşina; to rig the ladder → a pregăti scara de pilot; to jettison 
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cargo → a arunca marfa peste bord and to heave the anchor → a ridica 

ancora as well as to handle a ship/rope → a manevra / opera o nava /a 

manipula o parâma (Vişan & Croitoru 135). The translation of a verb + noun 

collocation in Maritime English, namely, alter course and drag the anchor 

require a verb + preposition + noun rendering in maritime Romanian, 

namely, a schimba de drum and a derapa pe ancoră, the Romanian structures 

pointing to the beauty and specificity of maritime discourse. Mention needs 

to be made that the noun course which is a false friend in IMO SMCP (2001), 

requires to be translated with drum and not with curs (see also the 

colligations course made good and course over ground).  

As illustrated in Table 2 below, the pattern of verb + adverbial 

particle (phrasal verb) + noun is prevalent in anchoring and mooring orders, 

or when issuing commands during vessel entry and exit from the harbour 

(e.g. walk back the anchor → a fila ancora; walk out the anchor → a coborî 

ancora; standy by port anchor → a pregăti ancora din babord; slack out a 

cable → a fila lanţul ancorei; hold on port anchor cable → a ţine lanţul de 

ancoră din babord).  

 

Table 2. Example of SMCP phrases used in anchoring (SMCP 62) 

 
 

The idea should be pointed out that the presence of phrasal verbs 

followed by nouns often leads to confusion and poses translation challenges 

for non-professional translators. This may be attributed to the influence of 
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standard language, where certain phrasal verbs possess multiple meanings 

(e.g. pay out the chain → a fila lanţul; run out the head rope → a da parâma 

prova; cast off the bow spring/head rope → a mola şpringul prova/parâma 

prova). We agree with Baker (48) in recognizing that certain words, 

specifically verbs in our case, exhibit a broader range of collocations 

compared to others. This characteristic can be attributed to two primary 

factors that influence the collocational range of a word, namely its level of 

specificity and the number of senses it encompasses. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that a considerable repertoire of 

collocations pertaining to maritime discourse in general, and to the IMO 

SMCP (2001) in particular, involves the amalgamation of verbs with adverbs 

created through the use of the prefix a. Notable examples include aft, ahead, 

astern, aground, abeam, abreast, as seen in phrases like go astern/abaft → a 

merge la pupa and lay aft → a trece in pupa. These lexical combinations are 

generally used in the nautical register. The transfer of collocational patterns 

from English into Romanian can pose a challenge for translators, particularly 

when there are formal dissimilarities between the two languages. In such 

cases, it is important for translators to understand the collocability rules 

specific to each language and to adapt the collocational patterns accordingly 

to ensure that the semantic content of the source text is preserved in the target 

text. This requires a deep understanding of both the source and target 

languages, as well as the context in which the text is being used.  

    

Conclusions 

The conclusion can be drawn that translating an institutional text such as the 

IMO SMCP requires a high level of language proficiency, familiarity with 

maritime terminology and conventions, and attention to context, tone, and 

accuracy. The translator must ensure that the translated phrases are clear, 

consistent, and easily understandable to the target audience while maintaining 

the intended tone and style of the original text. In order to guarantee the 

accuracy and suitability of the translation for the intended audience, 

collaborating with maritime specialists can offer valuable insights into 

maritime terminology, jargon, and other aspects related to the subject matter 

that may not be readily evident to the translator (Croitoru, Interpretation and 

Translation 157). Moreover, such collaboration can contribute to ensuring 

that the translation is consistent with the standards and conventions of the 

maritime field or industry.  
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The level on which translation strategies work varies, however, the 

most important thing is to realize that a good professional translator resorts to 

changes as the circumstances demand. Unfortunately, in maritime language 

translation there is still a tendency to follow the syntactic and lexical 

structure of ST too closely and this often leads to translation that sounds 

unnatural. The ultimate aim is for maritime language translators to become so 

proficient that they do not have to consciously consider using translation 

strategies at an expert level. Instead, they can focus on more advanced 

considerations such as the purpose of the text, the intended use of the text, 

and the potential readership.    
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